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ABSTRACT

Gestalt principles, a set of conjoining rules derived from hu-
man visual studies, have been known to play an important
role in computer vision. Many applications such as image
segmentation, contour grouping and scene understanding of-
ten rely on such rules to work. However, the problem of
Gestalt confliction, i.e., the relative importance of each rule
compared with another, remains unsolved. In this paper, we
investigate the problem of perceptual grouping by quantifying
the confliction among three commonly used rules: similarity,
continuity and proximity. More specifically, we propose to
quantify the importance of Gestalt rules by solving a learning
to rank problem, and formulate a multi-label graph-cuts algo-
rithm to group image primitives while taking into account the
learned Gestalt confliction. Our experiment results confirm
the existence of Gestalt confliction in perceptual grouping and
demonstrate an improved performance when such a conflic-
tion is accounted for via the proposed grouping algorithm.
Finally, a novel cross domain image classification method is
proposed by exploiting perceptual grouping as representation.

Index Terms— Gestalt confliction, RankSVM

1. INTRODUCTION

Human visual system is very powerful so that we can easily
find sense from chaos. In neuroscience, how the brain gener-
ates or perceives visual objects is a critical problem. Percep-
tual grouping holds the concept that humans perceive some
elements of the visual field as going together more strongly
than the others. Thus individual objects are formed.

The Gestalt psychologists define perceptual grouping as
grouping the components of an visual scene in a proper way
so as to form an individual visual object. Wertheimer [1],
a pioneer in the Gestalt school, pointed out the significance
of perceptual grouping and further listed several key factors,
such as proximity, similarity and continuation. His work has
triggered a large amount of research aimed at understanding
human visual systems [2, 3].

However, the problem of Gestalt confliction, i.e., how
Gestalt principles interact with each other and which plays
a more important role than the others, remains open [4]:

Although every proposed single Gestalt principle has been
proven to be useful for grouping in computer vision when
used alone [5, 6, 7], very few work attempts to investigate
how they can be exploited jointly in a single framework. This
problem has been the subject of investigation in the fields
of psychology and psychophysics. However, even psychol-
ogists know very little about how exactly they interact in
human vision system [8], thus shedding little light on how to
design a computer vision system. Recently, the problem of
Gestalt confliction is tackled in computer graphics. Nan et al.
[9] simplifies architectural drawings with conjoining gestalt
rules. Although achieving good performance on drawings,
the method cannot be applied to natural images, which is a
much more challenging task.

Our goal in this paper is to formulate a general frame-
work to learn the relative importance among different Gestalt
principles explicitly for a given grouping task.We particularly
focus on the line segments grouping problem although the
framework can be applied to any other grouping task. In line
segment grouping, only the geometric information is used.
Solving this problem thus can provide a bridge to relate differ-
ent types of images, e.g. natural images vs human sketches.
An example is shown in Fig.1. It can be seen that while it
is difficult to match a natural image of a beer-mug with a
sketch image of the same object directly, matching them be-
comes much easier if we could convert the natural image into
a sketch. To this end, one can assume that an object sketch
equals to a collection of the most salient edges of the object
in a natural image. One thus can automatically generate a
sketch out of a natural image by grouping edges in a natural
image, followed by filtering out noise edges. In this paper,
after solving the grouping problem by exploiting Gestalt con-
filiction, we further propose to utilize the automatically gen-
erated sketches for cross domain object classification.

To this end, a new data set is created by collecting a set
of training images from the Berkeley Segmentation Data Set
500 (BSDS500) [10], in which the boundaries of each im-
age are drawn manually. Line segments are then extracted on
the basis of the drawn boundaries. Therefore, line segments
can replace the boundaries of each image to represent the ob-
ject contours. Then we assign each line segment with a label
manually, and such labeled line segments will serve as ground



Fig. 1. Beer-mugs: Left.natural image. Middle.human drawn
sketch. Right. automatically generated sketch.

truth. For solving the Gestalt confiliction problem, a learn-
ing to rank strategy based on RankSVM [11] is proposed to
learn the relative importance among three Gestalt principles,
namely proximity, continuity and similarity. A multi-label
graph-cuts [12, 13, 14] perceptual grouping framework is fur-
ther developed to group contour line segments by using the
learned importance of different Gestalt principles. Finally, a
cross domain image classification task is tackled based on this
perceptual grouping framework.

This paper has the following contributions: (1) A learn-
ing strategy based on RankSVM is proposed to learn the
relative importance among three Gestalt principles, namely
proximity, continuity and similarity. Note that the proposed
framework is very general that it can be used to study rela-
tive importance of other Gestalt principles. (2) A new data
set is presented which contains 100 images selected from
the BSDS500 perceptual grouping benchmarking dataset. In
each image the extracted line segments are manually labeled
by human for both model training and evaluation. (3) A novel
application based on graph-cuts is proposed for perceptual
grouping by conjoining Gestalt principles, while addressing
the problem of Gestalt confliction. More specifically, we cast
the perceptual grouping in natural images as a line group-
ing problem and explicitly define three Gestalt principles
involving geometry information among lines only, motivated
by Song et al. [15]. (4) For the first time, the perceptual
grouping is used for cross domain image classification.

2. LEARNING GESTALT CONFLICTION

2.1. Data Set

In order to learn the relative importance of three Gestalt
principles, namely similarity, continuity and proximity, we
propose a new data set which contains 100 images from
BSDS500 [10], where line segments in each image are la-
beled manually into groups of semantic objects by using the
three principles.

More specifically, we first perform contour extraction by
a state-of-the-art algorithm proposed in [10] to get the Ul-
trametric Contour Map (UCM) of an image. We then fur-
ther simplify the UCM by using the Line Segment Detector
(LSD) [16], which converts continuous boundary lines to dis-
joint line segments. Such line segments are derived from psy-
chological concept about how humans perform the same task.

Fig. 2. Examples of Data Set

Then we assign labels to these line segments Q manually. A
number of examples are shown in Fig.2, where line groups
are color coded.

In this process, we essentially throw away the photomet-
ric properties. This choice of primitives is motivated by the
work in [17], which shows that sketching, despite throwing
away photometric properties such as color, is a universal
form of communication. People describe the visual world
with sketch-like petroglyphs or cave paintings since prehis-
toric times. And the ability to draw and recognize sketched
objects is ubiquitous. Recent neuroscience work [18] also
indicates that simple, abstracted sketches activate our brain in
similar ways to real stimuli.

2.2. Learning Gestalt Confliction

Given the training images, the problem of learning the impor-
tance of different gestalt principles is cast into a learning to
rank problem. Learning to rank has been studied extensively
in the field of document retrieval. In our problem, for any line
segment we treat it as a query and go through all the other
line segments in the image and rank them (retrieving) accord-
ing to whether they belong to the same group, that is, rank
1 is assigned if they are, and rank 2 otherwise. In essence,
the ranking model is to learn a weighted distance using the
similarity measured by the three principles, so that this rank-
ing order is maintained as much as possible across all training
images.

The RankSVM model is adopted which has been used in
computer vision problems such as person re-identification and
gait recognition [19]. Formally, in our case, the training set is
comprised of:

• Set of line segments. Q = {q1, q2, . . . , q|Q|}, where
|Q| is the number of line segments in Q.

• Pair of line segments. Each pair (qi, qj) is described
by a 3D feature vector x(qi, qj), which shows the dis-
tance or difference of the pair of line segments. Each



dimension in x(qi, qj) corresponds to a Gestalt princi-
ple. More specifically, x(qi, qj) is defined as:

x(qi, qj) =

x(qi, qj)simx(qi, qj)con
x(qi, qj)pro


where

x(qi, qj)sim =
Rl{qi, qj}+Rs{qi, qj}

2

x(qi, qj)con = Rs{qi, qj}
x(qi, qj)pro = Rp{qi, qj}

Where Rl, Rs and Rp are the relationships of length,
slope and distance between pair of line segments re-
spectively. Essentially, x(qi, qj)sim indicates how sim-
ilar the two line segments are by measuring the relation-
ship of both length and slope between qi and qj . Sim-
ilarly, x(qi, qj)con measures the continuity between qi
and qj , and x(qi, qj)pro measures the distance between
qi and qj .

• Relationship between every pair. Each line segment
qi is labeled by a relevance indicator y(qi, qj) which
represents its relationship to another line segment qj .
In our case, we define y with a value 1 when a line seg-
ment qi is grouped together with another line segment
qj , and -1 otherwise. Thus, for each line segment, we
divide all the other line segments into two sets depend-
ing on its relevance indicator with qi:

Q(qi)
+ = {q1+, q2+, . . . , q|Q(qi)+|}

where y(qi, qj+) = 1 for all qj+ ∈ Q(qi)
+, similarly,

Q(qi)
− = {q1−, q2−, . . . , q|Q(qi)−|}

where y(qi, qj−) = −1 for all qj− ∈ Q(qi)
−.

It will form the positive pairs Q̂+ = (qi, qj
+), and the

relative negative pairs Q̂− = (qi, qj
−). Thus, we ob-

tain preference pairs P = (Q̂+, Q̂−).

With the constraints P , we can learn the ranking function,
f(qi, qj) = ωωωT x(qi, qj), whereωωω refers to a 3D weight vector
which indicates the significance of each Gestalt principle in
grouping. Specifically, we obtain ωωω in the learning function
by solving the following optimization problem:

ω = argminω
1

2
||ω||2 + C

|P |∑
k=1

l(ωT (Q̂+ − Q̂−)) (1)

where k is the index of the preference pairs, |P | is the total
number of preference pairs used for training, C is a positive
importance weight on the ranking performance and is auto-
matically selected by cross validation on the training set. l is
the hinge loss function.

similarity continuity proximity

α 0.425 0.436 0.139

Table 1. Inverse importance of gestalt rules learned by
RankSVM. Proximity with the smallest weight, hence it is
the most important principle.

2.3. The Learned Importance

Although the efficient primal RankSVM algorithm is adopted,
the amount of training data is still too big for the model to be
tractable. To solve this problem, we sub-sample the data from
each training data. Specifically, in each image, we randomly
choose two line segments in every group, and then all the se-
lected line segments are used to form the positive pairs and
relative negative pairs. Finally, approximate five million pref-
erence pairs are formed for learning the RankSVM model.

We use α, which derives from ωωω, to indicate the learned
importance. More specifically, α is given by normalizing each
dimension of ωωω to 0-1. Therefore, α has three values corre-
sponds to each of the three Gestalt principles. Note that the
value of α indicates the inverse importance of each Gestalt
principle.

Table 1 shows the learned inverse importance value for the
three Gestalt principles using our RankSVM model (More de-
tails can be found in settings in section 4). Note that smaller
value corresponds to higher importance. This table shows
clearly that the proximity principle is the most important one
compared to the other two. This finding is in tune with the re-
sults of psychology study [20] which suggests that humans
also rely more on the proximity principle than the others.
Then the learned relative importance is used to fuse the three
Gestalt principles in a graph-cuts based model as proposed in
the next section.

3. A MULTI-LABEL GRAPH-CUTS MODEL FOR
GROUPING LINE SEGMENTS

In this section, a multi-label graph-cuts [13] based model for
grouping line segments is proposed to validate the effective-
ness of the learned relative importance of the three Gestalt
principles. The problem of grouping line segments is treated
as a min-cut/max-flow optimization problem. Fig.3 gives an
overview of our proposed perceptual grouping framework.

3.1. Potential Groupings

The grouping primitives are line segments, which are the
same as the ones used in training data, which is introduced
in section 2. To solve this line segments grouping problem
by the multi-label graph-cuts model, we need to specify the
relationship between primitives and the possible labels, thus
to compute the data cost item required in the subsequent
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Fig. 3. An overview of perceptual grouping framework.
First, line segments (a) are extracted as the primitives. Po-
tential groups (b) are then defined according to three popular
gestalt principles. Three principles are combined in a Multi-
label Graph-cuts model (e). In this model, the gestalt prin-
ciples are given different importance value α, learned using a
RankSVM model (c) on a training set (d). Finally, the optimal
grouping is obtained by the multi-label graph-cuts model (e).

multi-label graph-cuts framework. The possible labels are
obtained by discovering potential groupings, which are sets
of primitives, indicating the possibility to assign a label to
one primitive.

In our case, potential groupings are defined by three
Gestalt rules: similarity, continuity and proximity. Given a
set of line segments , Q , which consists of n line segments in
an image, each line segment qi ∈ Q will in turn serve as one
where all other line segments qj ∈ Q are compared against
with. More specifically, each set of potential groupings is
defined as follows.

Similarity Gestalt is defined by detecting line groups
which share high similarity of both length and slope. A
similarity group is defined as:

Lsim
i =

⋃
{qi, qj}|{Rl{qi, qj} > tl & Rs{qi, qj} > ts}

Thus the set of similarity groups is Lsim =
⋃

i=1,2,...,n

Lsim
i .

Continuity Gestalt is defined by detecting line groups
which would form a continuous curve.

Lcon
i =

⋃
{qi, qj}|{Rs{qi, qj} > ts}

Hence the set of continuity groups is Lcon =
⋃

i=1,2,...,n

Lcon
i .

Proximity Gestalt is defined by detecting line groups
where line segments are close enough to each other.

Lpro
i =

⋃
{qi, qj}|{Rp{qi, qj} > tp}

Similarly, the set of proximity groups isLpro =
⋃

i=1,2,...,n

Lpro
i .

ts, tl and tp in the above equations are fixed thresholds for de-
termining whether a pair of line segments should be grouped

into a potential group or not when applying one of three
Gestalt principles as grouping criterion in turn.

Given the potential groupings, data cost item, which will
be detailed in the next section, is naturally obtained.

3.2. Multi-Label Graph-Cuts Model

The problem of grouping line segments is formulated as a
min-cut/max-flow optimization problem. And the overall en-
ergy function is defined as:

E(L) =
∑
qi∈Q

αD(qi, L) +
∑

{qi,qj}∈N

V{qi,qj} (2)

where N is the set of pairs of neighboring elements in Q,
L = {Lsim, Lcon, Lpro}, and α is the learned relative im-
portance given by RankSVM. D is data cost energy and V is
smoothness cost energy, these two items are detailed in the
following.

Data cost item measures the fitness between the line seg-
ment qi and the possible assigned label Li. The higher the
fitness, the lower the cost or penalty. More specifically, in our
case:

A similarity data cost between qi and a possible label
Lsim
i is defined as:

D(qi, L
sim
i ) = 1− 1

|Lsim
i |

∑
qj∈Lsim

i

{Rl{qi, qj}+Rs{qi, qj}}
2

where Lsim
i (i=1,2,...,n) is a label, which is used to repre-

sent a potential grouping found by similarity Gestalt princi-
ple. |Lsim

i | is the number of pairs of line segments in this
potential grouping. Essentially, we can see from this equation
that the better the line segments qi and qj obeys similarity
principle, the more possible qi is assigned with label Lsim

i .
Similarly, continuity and proximity data cost will be defined
as follows.

A continuity data cost between qi and Lcon
i :

D(qi, L
con
i ) = 1− 1

|Lcon
i |

∑
qj∈Lcon

i

Rs{qi, qj}

A proximity data cost between qi and Lpro
i :

D(qi, L
pro
i ) = 1− 1

|Lpro
i |

∑
qj∈Lpro

i

Rp{qi, qj}

Smoothness cost item measures the spatial correlation
between neighboring elements. Elements with a smaller
distance have higher probability of belonging to the same
gestalt group. Between two neighboring elements qi and qj ,
the smoothness energy is defined by the inverse Euclidean
Hausdorff-distance between them, which is the same to the
one used in [9].

V{qi,qj} = d(qi, qj)
−1

To this end, upon solving above optimization problem in eq
(2), each line segment will be assigned with a optimal label.
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Fig. 4. Grouping performance comparison. Note that F scores
are sorted according to GCR to show in figure.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Settings – Leave-one-out cross validation is adopted in our
experiments: 100 images are divided into two parts with 99
images as the training set for learning the importance of dif-
ferent principles, and the left one for testing for the grouping
evaluation. This is repeated 100 times. And α shown in Table
1 is averaged over 100 trials.

Evaluation metrics – F-measure is used to evaluate our line
segments grouping performances. For each test image with n
line segments, the grouping obtained using our graph-cuts al-
gorithm is represented as an affinity matrix. Given the ground
truth (human grouping result), another affinity matrix is con-
structed. Using these two matrices we compute the F-measure
to evaluate how well the estimated grouping matches against
the ground truth grouping.

Grouping results and discussions – We compare the group-
ing result obtained using our algorithm with the learned im-
portance weight against those by using the same graph-cuts
algorithm but either (1) uses an equal weight to the three prin-
ciples (GCEW), or (2) uses one of the three principles alone.
The result on each of the 100 images is shown in Fig. 4.
It shows clearly that for all 100 images, our algorithm with
the learned weighting consistently outperforms the algorithm
with equal weight assigned to the three principles. On aver-
age, an increase of 3.98% in the F-measure score is obtained.
This result demonstrates that the learned weighting not only
supports the psychology study findings, but also has practi-
cal use in solving computer vision problems. Also, we can
see that the performance of our algorithm is better than any
gestalt principle is used alone. In particular, it is interesting to
note that when a single gestalt principle is used, similarity is
the best option; however, when naively combined (i.e. giving
equal weight), the result is even worse than using similarity
alone. Our learned weighting suggests that a larger weight
should be given to proximity if the combination is to yield
any improvement on the grouping performance.

Fig. 5. From Top to Bottom: Example natural images, human
drawn sketches and our generated sketches. We can see that
our generated sketches are simple, basic and similar to human
drawn sketch.

5. CROSS DOMAIN IMAGE CLASSIFICATION

In this section, assuming the learned relative importance is
general, we apply it to a simple cross domain image clas-
sification application on Caltech256 [21] where 480 images
are collected from 6 categories with 80 images in each cat-
egory. To obtain sketches from natural images, continuous
curve segments instead of line segments are extracted from
natural images and serve as grouping primitives for perceptual
grouping as proposed in section 3. Given the grouping results
of continuous curve segments, sketches are obtained by sim-
ply filtering away the curves of groups whose total length is
less than a fixed value1. A number of sketch examples are
shown in Fig.5.

Furthermore, to evaluate how well these automatically
generated sketches can be recognized by computer, SVM
classifiers are trained using human drawn sketches from large
scale human drawn sketch dataset [17], which consists of 250
categories and 80 sketches in each category. Therefore, 250
classifiers are trained, and then used to classify these auto-
matically generated sketches. Canny, Pb [10] edge detector
produced sketches and Primal sketch (PS) [22] serve as the
competitors. Table 2 shows the classification results in which
our sketches outperform the state-of-the-art alternatives.

Canny Pb PS Ours
Airplane 10.00 26.25 15.00 28.75
Car-tire 15.00 23.75 8.75 22.50
Elephant 0 2.50 1.25 10.00
Ipod 13.75 15.00 15.00 15.00
Beer-mug 15.00 35.00 15.00 31.25
Dog 0 3.75 3.75 17.50
Average 8.96 17.71 9.79 20.83

Table 2. Rank 10 classification rate (%)

1More complicated filtering strategy can be adopted while it is not the
focus of this paper.



6. CONCLUSION

To our best knowledge, it was the first time that a general
learning framework was proposed to investigate the relative
importance of diverse Gestalt principles when they were used
together. We focused on a complex perceptual grouping task
on natural images, and we developed an algorithm to congre-
gate them according to this learned importance. In addition,
a new dataset was proposed which makes possible to learn it.
The results suggested that proximity plays a more dominant
role than similarity and continuity which coincided with the
findings of psychology studies. Moreover, we demonstrated
that with the learned importance, different principles could
be exploited jointly to improve the performance than using
them alone or combining them naively. In the end, a simple
and novel cross domain classification application illustrates
the effectiveness of our proposal.
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